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Summary of Oral History —Raya-Ginette Karsenty— English 
Conducted in Paris, France 
 
Raya-Ginette Karsenty discusses her profession; her psychologist degree; looking for 
another direction; writing screen plays; becoming a critic, focusing on her writing; 
speaking of Saint-Exupéry; Madame Consuelo de Saint-Exupéry; Simone de Saint-
Exupéry; writing for television; working on a screen adaptation with Marie Bressac on 
the 'Vol de Nuit', a literary work written by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry; Mr. Huerté; the 
American writer Irwin Shaw, and Raya-Ginette Karsenty's work on the adaptation for 
the 'Young Lions'; Philippe Nicaud; Jacques Chancel—and his show 'Vivement 
dimanche'; Claude Dauphin; writing for theatre; speaking of Algeria's history; speaking 
of her cousin Roger Carcassonne; recalling the arrest of Roger Carcassonne; born in 
Oran; speaking of her mother Esther Bénichou, born in 1884 in Oran—a well-known 
artist; speaking of the Bénichou family—one of the established families of Oran; her 
father—Albert Karsenty—born in 1879 in Oran, a businessman and general counsel; the 
family's origins in Spain; speaking of her uncle Raphael Karsenty; Oran was a very 
enlightened city; youngest of five children—Arianne [PH], Gabriel, Jean, Bernard (was in 
Algiers resistance); speaking of the 'Karsenty's voyage'; speaking of her grandparents; 
speaking of the 'drôle de guerre'; bombardment of Marseille; Gabriel being in the 
resistance in Cannes; living in Paris with her mother; speaking of Gabriel's father-in-law, 
a refugee of Kiev; her cousin José Aboulker; Jean staying in Nice; Bernard being in 
Marseille; returning to Algiers; her mother's sister—Berthe Bénichou-Aboulker; her 
uncle—Raymond Bénichou; her cousin Aline Bénichou; her aunt was the mother of 
Colette and José Aboulker; studying at Lycée Delacroix in Algiers; her father staying in 
Paris; Drancy; speaking of the last convoy to Auschwitz—convoy 73, of which there were 
900 French; her brother being a chemist; her father's death at Auschwitz; her brother 
Gabriel Karsenty's death at Auschwitz; the allied landing in November, 1942; speaking of 
her cousin Harburger; Sidney Aboulker-Harburger; her return to Paris in June, 1945; 
Célestine Aboulker Harburger; collaboration; the Rue Michelin; the password 
"Whiskey..!!..Soda..!!"; the evening of November 7-8—opening the door and answering 
the phone at José Aboulker's apartment; her uncle—Henri Aboulker; Jousse; Pilafort; 
Henri d'Astier de la Vigerie; Murphy; Rigault; Asserat; Alfred Aboulker; Felousse [PH]; 
Colonel Baufilet [PH]; José Aboulker; her brother Bernard; the arrest of her uncle Henri 
Aboulker; the first canon firing; the period of arrests; speaking of Viennese Jews—
Zypher—a banker; speaking of her life after November 8th; speaking of Darlan, being a 
traitor; Darlan's execution; General Giraud; recalling the Rue d'Isly; speaking of the Red 
Cross, and the French Red Cross; her family's return to Paris; Marcelle Aboulker; 
recalling the fondness for her Aunt Berthe; speaking of the German language; speaking 
of the film 'The Pianist'; her views on humanity; recalling the letters of November 8th; 
her book 'Pour l'amour de vous'... 
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